Lesson 1 • Vocabulary

My toys

1. Listen and say.
2. Toys Chant and move.
4. Toy store Play.

7.1 Listen and say.
7.2 Toys Chant and move.
Lesson 2 • Grammar

I like my ball

7.1 Listen and say.

7.2 Toys Chant and move.

7.3 Listen and say.

7.4 I like my doll! Sing and move.

Thank you Play.
Lesson 3 - Feelings

I’m sad

1 7.5 Listen.
2 7.6 I’m sad Sing and move.
3 Stick.
Lesson 4  •  Numbers

Four

1 2 3

4

1. **Listen and say.**
2. **Numbers Chant and move.**
3. **Circle.**
4. **Bowling Play.**
Lesson 5A • Storytime
Boo shares toys

Point and say. Who is sad? Find.

7.9 Look and listen.

1. Look and listen.
2. Choose and circle.
3. I share my toys Find.
Lesson 5B • Values

I share my toys

1 7.9 Look and listen. 2 Choose and circle. 3 I share my toys Find. 4 7.11 Chant and move. 5 Stick.
Lesson 6  Real world
Our toys

1. Look and say.
2. ☀️  7.12 Look and listen.
3. Mark your favorite picture.
4. 🎭 Your ball Play.
Lesson 7  ▪ Review

Make

1 Look and say.

2 7.12 Look and listen.

3 Mark your favorite picture.

4 Your ball Play.

I like my doll! Sing and move. Make. Show and tell. Stick.